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This folder looks great! It's a little tough to get the coins in the holes, you have to give quite a bit of

effort. Not the most sturdy, but as long as you aren't too rough with it it should hold up fine. Gets the

job done

Nice for what it is. Seems to hold up well and is easy to use. The coins can be inserted easily and

hold well if push in firmly. Maybe even a step above others that I may have seen. I would definitely

recommend this product for beginners and intermediate users alike.

The coins go in easily without tearing up the folder. Coins stay in put and don't go flying out when

you open or close the folder. The coins are easy to get out if you really need to get them out. The

folder is sturdy, and won't get the corners dented in (at least with proper storage). Over all, I'll rate

this folder a 5 out of 5. I'm satisfied with the product.

This folder was also difficult to get the coins in but not as hard as a Whitman's folder. As careful as I

was I did rip one of the slots and very few coins went all the way in. At least they have not fallen out



so far. I will stick with Littleton's folders. They are easy to use, coins pop right in and never fall out. I

would not recommend this folder.

An inexpensive way to get started in coin collecting. Just make sure the book is lying flat on a hard

surface and use "controlled pressure" when inserting your coins.

Very helpful for introducing coin collecting to my grandchildren.

Bought for the kids to get excited about collecting something. It worked out well. Every few months

after saving all our lose change we make a night of it, after a while, finding a coin we need is a big

deal.

I used to put old pennies in a plastic bag away from the 1980+ and just have them all mixed

there.buying this has really organized it and now I know which dates I need. The coins fit well with a

like push and the feel of the book is good. I would recommended this to anyone who has slot of

pennies laying around.
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